Resonance@25 - Science Workshop

It is a pleasure to inform our readers that Resonance: Journal of Science Education will enter its 25th year of publication in January 2020. Marking this occasion, the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bengaluru, in collaboration with St. Joseph's College (Autonomous), Bengaluru is organizing Resonance@25 – Science Workshop featuring talks and experimental demonstrations by experts from various fields.

Resonance@25 - Science Workshop
03 and 04 January 2020
St. Joseph's College (Autonomous), Bengaluru

Friday, 03 January 2020
09.30–09.45 AM: Brief address by Rev. Dr Victor Lobo
09.45–10.15 AM: Talk by Prof. N. Mukunda on The Privilege of Creating Resonance
10.45–11.45 AM: Talk by Prof. R. Ramaswamy on Chance and Chaos
12.00 Noon–01.00 PM: Talk by Prof. A. Ayyer on The Mathematics of Domino Tilings
02.00–03.30 PM: Talk by Prof. R Gadagkar on Science Education 'indiscipline'
04.00–05.00 PM: Talk by Prof. Naren Ramanan

Saturday, 04 January 2020
10.00–11.00 AM: Talk by Prof. Gautam Menon on What is Entropy
11.30 AM–01.00 PM: Demonstration by Prof. Uday Maitra
02.00–03.00 PM: Demonstration by Prof. Manish Jain
03.30–05.00 PM: Panel discussion

The talks and panel discussions are open to all.
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